MEMRI detects neuronal activity and connectivity in hypothalamic neural circuit responding to leptin.
Hypothalamus plays the central role in regulating energy homeostasis. To understand the hypothalamic neurocircuit in responding to leptin, Manganese-Enhanced MRI (MEMRI) was applied. Highly elevated signal could be mapped in major nuclei of the leptin signaling pathway, including the arcuate nucleus (ARC), paraventricular nucleus (PVN), ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) and dorsomedial hypothalamus (DMH) in fasted mice and the enhancement was reduced by leptin administration. However, whether changes in MEMRI signal reflect Ca2+ channel activity, neuronal activation or connectivity in the leptin signaling pathway are not clear. By blocking L-type Ca2+ channels, the signal enhancement in the ARC, PVN and DMH, but not VMH, was reduced. By disrupting microtubule with colchicine, signal enhancement of the secondary neural areas like DMH and PVN was delayed which is consistent with the known projection density from ARC into these regions. Finally, strong correlation between c-fos expression and MEMRI signal increase rate was observed in the ARC, VMH and DMH. Together, we provide experimental evidence that MEMRI signal could represent activity and connectivity in certain hypothalamic nuclei and hence may be used for mapping activated neuronal pathway in vivo. This understanding would facilitate the application of MEMRI for evaluation of hypothalamic dysfunction in metabolic diseases.